
 

 

Mayor’s Task Force on Climate Change 

August 28, 2013 – Meeting Notes 
 

Present:   Mayor Fielding, Josh Blidook, Wayne Powers, Paul Dupuis (Planning Technician), Dave Smith 
(Director of Planning and Development Services).  

Regrets:  Councillor Kerbes, Bert Putt, Mike Seibert.  
,  
Chair opened the meeting at 1:35 p.m.  
 
The minutes from the July 31, 2013 meeting were adopted.  
 
MTFCC Membership 
 
It was noted that the District received 4 expressions of interest from individuals wanting to become 
members of the Committee for the 3 positions available.  The committee discussed those expressions of 
interest and it was indicated that the candidates were very highly qualified to be on the committee.  Each 
of the applicants’s had very specific and strong qualifications in different areas relating to energy 
management, communications and carbon neutrality.  The committee felt that each applicant would be 
valuable to the committee.  For this reason the committee decided that all 4 applicants would be accepted 
to be on the MTFCC.  It was noted that the MTFCC Terms or Reference will need to be amended by 
Council to increase the number of members on the committee.  
 
The MTFCC recommended that letters be sent to each of the applicants letting them know of their 
acceptance to the committee.  
 
Carbon Neutrality for 2013 – 2014 Budget Item   
 
Paul Dupuis presented an information report to the committee regarding how the District may approach 
carbon neutrality as per the BC Climate Action Charter.  It was noted that there are a number of options 
available to Council in becoming carbon neutral.  It was explained that there are 3 options that would aid  
the District in becoming carbon neutral; these include: 
 

 Investing in a Green Communities Committee supported project 

 Investing in alternate community GHG reduction projects 

 Purchase offsets from a credible provider.  
 
A fourth option was discussed regarding putting the same capital that would be used for either projects or 
carbon offsets into a reserve fund for future carbon offset projects.  It was noted that such an approach 
would mean that the District would not technically be carbon neutral because that capital would not result 
in real time carbon offsets without a project being built.  However, it was also noted that this is an 
acceptable approach to take as per the current provincial framework. 
 
A budgetary estimate (based upon 2012 data) was provided showing that the cost for the District to either 
buy carbon offsets or contribute to a reserve fund would be $7,020.00.  However, it was also noted that 
each year the District receives money from the Province through the Climate Action Revenue Incentive 
Program (CARIP).  In 2013 the District received $6,479.00, it was suggested that this money instead of 
being allocated to general revenue could be transferred to the carbon neutral reserve so that the annual 
budget allocation of Council would be much less.  
 
The MTFCC recommended that a report for consideration of Council be for forwarded that 
recommends that the District consider a carbon neutrality reserve fund and that money from 
CARIP be placed in the fund.   The Committee suggested that a request be made to the Climate 
Action Secretariat to see whether they could have an individual make a presentation at COTW on 
the subject.  
 
 
 



 

 

Energy Efficiency Rebates 
 
The committee discussed energy efficiency rebates.  Both MTFCC and COTW recently received 
presentations from Gilles Lesage of Energy Solutions in this regard.  Paul Dupuis reviewed whether or 
not a report regarding energy rebates through incentives should be forwarded to the MTFCC.  It was 
noted that currently there are communities in the Okanagan that have Fortis as an electricity provider that 
are engaging in an “Energy Diet” – a program whereby residents are given incentive to reduce their 
energy consumption over a period of time.  The program will also be available from BC Hydro in the not 
too distant future.  Therefore, the committee decided that the District should try this first when the 
opportunity is made available and wait to produce any reports regarding energy rebates.  
 
The MTFCC recommended that the District engage with the BC Hydro Energy Diet when the 
program becomes available and that no report be drafted regarding energy rebates until a later 
date.  
 
Mayor’s Task Force Mission Statement 
 
It was explained that the MTFCC mission statement is embedded within the Terms of Reference for the 
committee.  The committee reviewed it and agreed that at the time it was conceived it served the purpose 
but that now it should be revised to be more concise and direct to the mission of the committee. 
 
The MTFCC recommended that the Terms of Reference for the committee be placed on the next 
agenda for revision.  
 
Update MTFCC Initiatives List  
 
The updated initiatives list was presented to the MTFCC.  It was suggested that a column should be 
added with the heading status and that each item should be given a status designation, i.e. ongoing, 
completed etc.   
 
It was also suggested that if members are aware of anything that is not on the list to email Paul Dupuis 
with those details and they will be added to the list.  
 
The MTFCC recommended that a status column be added to the initiatives list and brought back 
to the MTFCC.  
 
Other Business / Information 
 
N/A 
 

 
Adjournment: 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 2:55 p.m.  

 
 
 
 


